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From the moment a Founding Father first asked for a vote, politicians have been saying dumb stuff.

From George Washington to George Bush (both of them!) right on to present-day pundits like

Donald Trump, Sarah Palin, and Hillary Clinton, political leaders can always be counted on to say

funny, exasperating, and nonsensical things, often unintentionally. In Sh*t Politicians Say, Jesse

Ventura shares the most entertaining and disturbing &#147;thoughtsâ€• from his political brethren,

including these winners:&#147;The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese

in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.â€• &#151;Donald Trump&#147;I am not

worried about the deficit. It is big enough to take care of itself.â€• &#151;Ronald Reagan&#147;I

think gay marriage is something that should be between a man and a woman.â€• &#151;Arnold

Schwarzenegger&#147;I love California, I practically grew up in Phoenix.â€• &#151;Dan

Quayle&#147;A zebra does not change its spots.â€• &#151;Al Gore&#147;People have got to know

whether or not their president is a crook. Well, Iâ€™m not a crook. Iâ€™ve earned everything Iâ€™ve

got.â€• &#151;Richard Nixon&#147;Death has a tendency to encourage a depressing view of war.â€•

&#151;former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld&#147;Iâ€™ll be long gone before some smart

person ever figures out what happened inside this Oval Office.â€• &#151;George W. BushFrom

bigoted statements to outright lies . . . flip-flopping to just TMI, Sh*t Politicians Say will provide

readers with a welcome respite from the presidential campaigns.
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I always like the books put out by Jesse. He just tells it like it is and lets the chips fall where they

may.

Once again Jesse is on point. He has consistently made intelligent observations on the problems

with the two party system that has lead us to a race to the bottom. Here's hoping that we don't win.

I normally rate Jesse's books 5 stars and have been a fan since 2002, when I first read one of his

books. The present title, however, is simply not worth buying. I went to my local Barnes and Noble,

grabbed this book and headed over to the cafe for a cup of java, and realized that this is the kind of

book that can easily be gone through in a trip to the bookstore cafe. There are great, unforgettable,

stupid, mind-blowing etc. quotes from many politicians over the years. Indeed, as Jesse has pointed

out in interviews promoting the book, it is quite a surprise to see how much the Founding Fathers

disliked one another on a personal level. However, after going through the book, I thought by the

time I got to the bottom of my Starbucks cup and decided it was time to leave the store, "no, this just

isn't worth taking to the checkout counter." It's not the kind of book that one devours a few times

from cover to cover. I have indeed done this with his other books, particularly his pre-9/11 era book

"Do I Stand Alone?" and his 2007 book "Don't Start the Revolution Without Me," which I would rate

6 stars on a 5 star scale. The present book, however, features precious little actual commentary

from Jesse, and simply a compilation of quotes. As such, it is little more than a coffee table

book.Interestingly, Ventura has never published 2 books nearly simultaneously until now. This book

was published merely weeks before his newest original full length book: "Jesse Ventura's Marijuana

Manifesto." I did skim through it in the store today, and plan on purchasing it very soon!

I appreciate Mr Ventura is talking about the facts which most of us do not want to hear.

I loved all his previous books but this one...the only "sh!t" is the sh!t coming out of his mouth into

this book.The book didn't mention Trump even though he has a picture of Trump on the cover. But

more importantly what Jesse doesn't realize is "libertarian" Gary Johnson is a sellout, a wolf in

sheeps clothing. He works for Hellery Clinton. And even if there was a good 3rd party candidate i

wouldn't vote for him/her anyways because we already have Donald Trump who's more libertarian

than Gary Johnson could ever be. Just look at the Libertarian convention and how ridiculous it was

of which Jesse Ventura was invited to attend but didn't.Jesse was even good friends with Trump

during his reign as governor of Minnesota, so now hems stabbing him in the back because ISIS



beheads christian civilians but gets angry when we waterboard islamic terrorists. Perhaps he's

jealous of Trump?What he needs to realize that it's not about the party but the individual candidate.

And yes you have to pick the lesser of two evils because that's how the system is unfortunately.

Otherwise Ron Paul, who he supported, wouldn't have ran as Republican.Why hasn't Jesse met

with Trump to ask him what he really meant on "torture"? Jealousy, imho.Trump's not perfect, but

that shows that he's not the anti-christ or a polished career politician.Thank God he didn't run for

president because he would've definately handed it over to Hellery Clinton. He's quick to criticize

Trump on Trump's common sense approach to torture but doesn't say anything much about Hellery

Clinton. Jesse thinks he's safe in Mexico with his dual citizenship but if the SHTF im sure Mexico

won't protect his white butt.

My Husband loves Jesse Ventura books, I got this one for his birthday and he is enjoying it very

much.
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